Gifts , Delicacies , Night Markets

TASTES

Mochi (sticky rice cake)

Pineapple cake

Meat jerkies

Beef jerkies and pork jerkies are the types of jerkies popular
in Taiwan. Both come in different thicknesses and flavors.
Depending on the braise sauce, common jerky flavors include
classic, sweet, five-spices, spicy, and black pepper. One thing
they all have in common, however, is the chewiness and the
rich taste. They do not taste dry or hard, but are all bitable.
This is what Taiwanese jerkies are known for.

Candied fruit

Candied fruit is one of the oldest foods in China. Before the
invention of preservatives, fruits harvested in large quantities
during harvest seasons could only be preserved for a long
period of time and be better transported by dehydrating them as
dried fruits, or by marinating them in sugar or salt. People later
discovered that by turning some sour fruits into candied fruits
actually made them even tastier. Thus, candied fruits became
another way of appreciating the fruits, also an excellent option for
souvenirs. In Taiwan, popular candied fruits include plums, dried
mangoes, and dried pineapples.

Sun cake

Originally, sun cake is a type of tea dessert from
Taichung. It is a sweet and thin cake with malt
filling. The cake exterior is crumbly and crsipy. The
cake derived its name from the fact that it looked like
the sun, hence sun cake.

Nougat

Traditionally, nougats are sweets given to local aristocrat’s
wedding couples during wedding. The sweets were
made with honey, almonds, and caster sugar. However,
Taiwanese slightly modified the ingredients by adding
milk powder , sugar, butter, and egg whites as base, before
adding all sorts of nuts or dried fruits, turning these
nougats into Taiwanese-style nougats.

Egg rolls

The main ingredient of egg rolls is eggs, oil, biscuit
flour, caster sugar, all stirred and mixed together into
batter, then stir-fried or baked into slices before rolling
into rolls with sticks. When cooled, sticks are removed to
become egg rolls. Many flavors have been developed now,
including coffee, tea, sesame, and seaweed.
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Pineapple is a common fruit grown in Taiwan and, in the
early days, it is even the second largest export product
from Taiwan, including canned pineapple, pineapple juice,
and pineapple jam. The pastry industry took advantage
of the abudant pineapples and turned them into cakes.
However, traditionally pineapples had rougher fibers,
giving an unpleasant taste when blended into pastry.
After continuous research and improvement by pastry
chefs, they found a way to soften the pineapple fibers
by mixing it with “winter melon”. Wrap the mixture jam
with delicious pie exterior made with natural butter, and
it becomes the well-known “pineapple cake”. In Taiwanese language, pineapple is
pronounced as “onlai”, a pun for prosperity and good fortune. This is why pineapple
cakes became common and popular souvennirs to be given to clients, families, and
friends on important holiday occassions, such as the New Year’s Day.

Delicacies

A food made from glutinous rice, which is soft and sticky in
texture. A traditional Chinese dim sum, it is also common in Hong
Kong, Taiwan, and Japan, and is getting popular in Southeast
Asian regions. In Taiwan, the most common way to eat mochi is
to scatter peanut powder on fresh mochi. Nowadays, some mochi
stores even creates different colors of mochis by adding different
flavors, and the fillings have become more diverse.

Gifts

Must-Have
Taiwanese Gifts

Tea

Aptly called “kingdom of tea”, Taiwan has excellent land and
weather conditions for growing tea, producing supreme quality
and quantities of teas. You can buy many types of tea in
Taiwan, and among them, four kinds of tea are the mainstream:
Wenshan Baozhong, Dongding Oolong, Baihao Oolong, and
Tieguanyin, which can serve as your reference when choosing
tea. In addition, we also recommend you to try out the
peripheral products associated with tea, such as tea-smoked
braised dishes, tea nougats, and tea chocolates.

Square cookies

Square cookies originated from Chiayi City, an innovation by
veteran Tang, Chang-Fa, who in 1956 combined Chinese-styled
flapjack and crispy cookies. Initially, he made this cookie out
of motivation to make a better living. He thought of making just
the flapjack, but since it was not convenient for take-aways,
and would lose the good taste when temperature dropped, so he
improved on it and changed the shape to square.
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Originated as a famous dim sum in Shanghai’s
Nanxiang area, xiaolongbao is also called “Nanxiang
mantou”. Xiaolongbao is known for its thin skin and
rich stuffings. Traditionally, pork stuffing uses a part
of the pig called “hock”, but Taiwanese xiaolongbao
includes seasonal ingredients as well, such as sponge
gourd, cucumber, giving a distinct taste. Always
remember that, when trying xiaolongbao, the soup
leaking out is the most important- even more important
than stuffing and skin. The soup is the essence of all
stuffings. You would not want to waste it!

Bubble Tea

This is a national drink considered by Taiwanese that
will bring happiness, and nowadays it is popular all
over the world! No matter how many new drinks have
been invented in Taiwan, bubble tea will always be
the top choice. Tapioca balls are mixed with delicious
and bubble tea, giving you the chewy taste. You
surely cannot leave without having it, when you are
at the place of its origin!

Baked pepper buns

Baked pepper buns are said to originate from Fuzhou
area in Fujian Province, where it was called “spring
onion meat cake”. After the “spring onion meat cake”
came in to Taiwan, pepper was added to give meat
a better flavor and later named baked pepper bun.
Baked pepper bun is about the size of a palm, and
its stuffing includes chopped meat and spring onion.
The skin is given a touch of water, before attaching
massive amount of sesames and sticking the cakes
on to the oven wall. Once ready, you can taste the
delicious stuffing and crispy skin, and smell the
fragrance of pepper.
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Mango ice

Mangoes are common in Southeast Asian countries,
such as Thailand and the Phillippines; yet none
of their mango ice can compare to that of Taiwan.
Taiwan is known for the delicious, juicy, and bestquality mangoes, which are cut into large cubes and
placed luxuriously on top of a bowl of shaved ice.
Topped with a fine touch of condensed milk, mango
ice is simply irresitible! What way could best help
visitors be acquainted with Taiwan is definitely to
have mango ice in Summer.

Night Markets

(pork buns steamed in bamboo steamers)

Delicacies

Xiaolongbao

Sausage wrapped in sticky rice

This is a simple Taiwanese dim sum and yet easily
appease your hunger. It looks very much like a
sub sandwich, despite having completely different
ingredients and taste. In Taiwan, sausage wrapped
in sticky rice is made by slicing a larger sticky rice
sausage in half before placing a smaller Taiwanese
sausage in the middle, then baked with charcoal or
oven.

Gifts

Must-Try
Taiwanese Delicacies

Beef noodles

In the early days, beef was not a dining option for
Taiwanese. It became popular only after the veterans
who came from Mainland China during the civil
war missed so much about their hometown cuisines.
Ever since then, a variety of beef noodle came up,
including red braised, stewed, tomato stocks and a lot
more innovative flavours. There is even a “Taiwanese
Noodle Soup Festival”, where many restaurants
gather together for a competition, but more precisely
for a show that brings taste of Taiwan to a wider
global audience.

Braised pork rice

In the resource-deprived early days, meat is
equivalent to luxury. Pig neck and ears are relatively
cheaper, so people sometimes bought these parts,
chopped them into tiny pieces, and braised them with
soy sauce, dried red onions, and five spices powder. A
bowl of white rice suddenly became a delicacy with a
spoonful of hot, tasty braised pork and sauce. It was
just a fantastic experience at that time.
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Braised dishes

Braised dishes are extremely common but diversified
in Taiwan. They can be served either cold, room
temperature or heated. Some stores/stalls may have
their secret sauce recipes, but the concepts are
the same, which is to braise foods such as meat,
vegetables, mushrooms, and tofu in spiced braise
sauce, turning them into irresistible delicacies.
Braised dishes can be served on almost any occasion.

Taiwanese meatball is one of the most common dim
sum found in the island. Though you can find it
everywhere, the way they prepare the meatballs differ
from each other. In central Taiwan, meatballs are
mostly fried, and the stuffing usually includes bamboo
slices. In southern Taiwan, however, meatballs are
mostly steamed, and usually includes shrimps in the
stuffing, giving it a more delicate taste.

Stinky Tofu

Probably the most special dim sum in Taiwan.
Foreign tourists often distance themselves from this
dim sum due to its weird smell. However, most of the
tourists are likely to fall in love with stinky tofu once
they tried it. Stinky tofu is made first by soaking tofu
in special brine, allowing it to become fermented.
Some compare the fermented smell to cheese in
Western culture. Yet not all people enjoy it.

Night Markets

Taiwanese meatball

Delicacies

Aiyu, is a plant native to Taiwan, grown mostly in
the mountains of Nantou and Chiayi. Its fruit is green
in color, a bit like mango. The fruits contained seeds
that exuded a sticky gel when rubbed a while in cold
water. Let the sticky liquid sit for about 30 minutes,
the liquid then turns into aiyu jelly. Before having it,
squeez some lemonade and drop some sugar water,
the sour and sweet taste turns it into great summer
refreshment.

Gifts

Aiyu

Oyster omelet
Flaky scallion pancake

Orginated from China, flaky scallion pancake became
popular in Taiwan. Sharing similar ingredients and
cooking methods with spring onion pancake, the
spring onion “loose” pancake is different in the way
that it needs to be grabbed by hand during cooking
so that it becomes quite puffy. The pancake goes
well with eggs, cheese, vegetables, smoked chicken,
and Asian basil. As a convenient, fast and hot food,
the pancake with cripsy, golden, and multi-layered
texture is quite popular in Taiwan.

Tofu pudding

Tofu pudding which is made from condensed soy
bean milk have softer texture than ordinary tofu. The
fragrant and sweet taste makes tofu pudding go best
with peanuts, adzuki beans, green beans, and taros.
One of the most popular sweet dim sums in Taiwan,
it is suitable for all seasons.
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Oyster omelet stalls simply can be found in every
night market in Taiwan. The omelet is cooked by
placing round and fresh oysters on heated cooking
plate before adding some vegetables and finally
adding stirred eggs and thickening potato starch
water. You will instantly hear the sizzling sound of
oyster omelet. Then the omelet is turned up-sidedown, brushed with salty and sweet special sauce,
and served. The texture is crispy on the outside and
yet soft inside, allowing you feel the freshness of
oysters. A classic local plate in Taiwan.

Ostyer vermicelli

Ostyer vermicelli is cooked in dried bonito stock with
dried red onions. The soup is thickened with sweet
potato flour, giving it a smooth and thick taste. The
soft vermicelli is left to absorb the tasty soup, and is
served with oysters or chitterlings, as well as some
cilantro, garlic and black vinegar. Give it a stir before
eating. You can eat it with spoon or just tilt the bowl
to your mouth. Feeling all sorts of flavours dancing in
your mouth, it is just impossible to stop.
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No. 101, Jihe Road, Shilin District, Taipei City
Everyday 15:30-01:00
Recommended delicacies
1.Pan-fried bun
4.Jelly tapioca pearl
2.Snowflake shaved ice 5.Fried chicken fillet
3.Oyster omelet
6.Pork ribs stewed in medicinal herbs

Ningxia Night Market

Joked by the locals as “Taipeinese’s stomach”,
Ningxia Night Market had been through its decline
due to an increasing number of night markets;
however, it was revived by Taipei’s Department
of Urban Development and was chosen as a
“demonstrative spot for the restructuring of night
markets”. Pedestrian pathways were set up, and
vehicles were diverted, creating better environment for all visitors. The improved
night market’s appearance and the business environment gradually lured back crowds,
establishing its unique status in Taipei. More than half of the stands here have been in
business for more than 10 years. Here you may try oyster omelets, mochi ice cream, pig
liver soup, taro cake, as well as a bunch of other Taiwanese delicacies.
Ningxia Road, Datong District, Taipei City
Everyday 17:30-24:00
Recommended delicacies
1.Zhigao Rice (Pork knuckle with rice)
2.Braised pork rice 4.Mochi ice cream
3.Oyster omelet
5.Egg yolk taro cake/ fried taro balls
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Shilin Night Market is one of the largest night
markets in Taipei City. Occupying a vast space,
the night market is divided into two main
sections: the first section covers streets around
the traditional Yang Ming Movie Theater, and
includes the area along Ci Cheng Temple on
Danan Road; the second section covers the newly
built Shilin Market, located at No. 101 Jihe Road. Inside the newly built infrastructure,
you will see many food stalls that came from the old market, and you can be assured to
get all sorts of delicacies here. Most of the people who came here are for the food and
for shopping. You can find all sorts of interesting and fun products and delicious foods,
which are cheap and in large portion. No wonder the crowds never stop pouring in.

Located on Raohe Street between Bade
Road Section 4 and Fuyuan Street in
Songshan District, Raohe Night Market
has a prominent, shining archway, which
serves as the entrance of the market
that stretches for 600 meters. Thanks
to Keelung River, the area along Raohe
Street and Songshan Station, originally
named “Shiko”, was a transport hub for
goods coming from Keelung and Yilan, turning the area a commercially vibrant place,
where businessmen and ships crowded in, earning Shiko the nickname “Little Suzhou”.
However, due to silts piling along the port, the area saw a decline in ships. In addition,
after Bade Road was expanded in width, Raohe Street became less significant, and as a
result businesses declined. In 1987, in order to improve the welfare of local busiesses,
the government transformed 600 meters of Raohe Street into Taipei’s second touristic
night market by moving licensed vendors and stalls that were located under South

Delicacies

Shilin Night Market

Raohe Night Market

Gifts

Delicacies From
Night Markets

Songshan Bridge to Raohe Street.
Raohe Street, Songshan District, Taipei City
Everyday 16:00-24:00
Recommended delicacies
1.Ostyer vermicelli 4.Pork ribs stewed in medicinal herbs
2.Glutinous oil rice 5.Clear stewed pork knuckles
3.Meat stew
6.Baked pepper buns

Miaokou Night Market, Keelung

A well-knowned night market in Taiwan that
sits near Keelung Railway Station, it is more
than 30 or 40 years old, becoming synonymous
with Keelung City. In terms of touristic
value, it is on par with famous night markets
in Taipei. Numerous food stands gather at a
section between 300 and 400 meters of Rensan
Road, located between Aier Road and Aisan
Road. As time evolved, and thanks to well
planning, all stands have uniformed store signs
and are placed at the designated spots. The massive lanterns hung on both sides give
tourists a Chinese-style feeling. You definitely will not forget such memorable experience
when you try so many delicacies, such as the nutritious sandwiches, dingbiancuo (potside
sticker soup), tempura, and creamy crabs.
Rensan Road, Renai District, Keelung City
Everyday 12:00-24:00
Recommended delicacies
1.Nutritious sandwiches
4.Bubble ice
2.Dinbiancuo (potside sticker soup) 5.Creamy crabs
3.Tempura
6.Pork knuckles
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Recommended delicacies
1.Chinese sausage wrapped in sticky rice
2.Brown sugar bubble tea
3.Chowmien (fried noodles)- stuffed bread

4.Octopus balls (takoyaki)
5.Stinky tofu
6.Huangjinzei

(Aromatic rice stuffed in cuttlefish)

Garden Night Market

Despite its relatively short history, Garden Night Market became one of the famous
night markets in Taiwan in a short time. It was even the 12th most popular check-in spot
around the world in 2013, a must-visit spot during nighttime in Tainan. The night market
is divided into four sections: food and delicacies, trendy garments, boutique and general
merchandise, and entertainment facilities. You will definitely leave with your stomach
full, your hands occupied and mind thrilled as well.
No.533, Haian Road, Section 3, North District, Tainan City
Thu Sat Sun 17:00-01:00
Recommended delicacies
1.Spicy Duck Blood/ fish ball
2.Caramelized sweet potato
3.Braised dishes

4.Crispy pork ribs
5.Swordfish oden

Luodong Night Market

The most bustling place in Yilan is definitely Luodong
Touristic Night Market. Open all-year-round, you get to
feel the properity of the night market no matter when
you choose to come. Yilan flaky scallion pancake,
Chinese Angelica mutton soup, fried tenderloin meat,
stuffed tapioca balls, and fried fish and pork mixture
paste (Longfeng skewer).
No.6 Xingdong Road, Luodong Township, Yilan County
Everyday 15:00-24:00
Recommended delicacies
1.Yilan flaky scallion pancake
2.Chinese Angelica mutton soup
3.fried tenderloin meat
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Wenhua Road, Xitun District, Taichung City
Everyday 14:00-00:00

Delicacies

In daytime, Liuhe Night Market is just a wide
and straight, ordinary road. In nighttime,
however, it is transformed into an evening
beauty, where the store neon lights are turned
on, and the traffic becomes busy. With a length
of 380 meters, Liuhe Night Market has 170
stands, mostly dim sums and game facilities.
Numerous food stands have stayed for decades,
becoming Kaohsiung residents’ collective
memories. These stands also have witnessed
the transformation of a local night market
into a bustling world-renowned night market.
Thanks to its popularity and the globalization
trend, you can now even see many exotic food
stands, such as Turkish ice cream and Mexican
tacos, allowing tourists to enjoy foods from
around the world on the spot.

Located in Taichung City’s Xitun District, Fengjia
Night Market is Taiwan’s largest touristic night market.
It is famous for its “cheap and yet massive quantity”
of foods, luring people from all around the world. The
main pathway of the night market is, unsurprisingly,
always packed with people. Due to its proximity with
two nearby colleges, it is also the place frequented by young people. This is also why
you can find many interesting and new kinds of dim sums. For those of you who like new
and surprising stuffs, give it a try!

Gifts

Liuhe Night Market

Fengjia Night Market

Road junction between Liuhe Er Road and Zhongshan Yi Road, Xinxing District,
Kaohsiung City
Everyday 17:00-01:00
Recommended delicacies
1.Fried-Spanish mackerel stew 5.Baked pepper bun
2.Seafood congee
6.Huangjinzei
3.Papaya milk
(Aromatic rice stuffed in cuttlefish)
4.Dongshan duck head

Dongdamen Night Market

Dongdamen Night Market is divided into four different sections, including “Futing
Night Market”, “Aboriginal Street”, “Mainland China Street”, and “Heart of Huilan
(Photovoltaic Town)”, each with its unique characteristics. The best part about
Dongdamen is that the streets are wide and bright, without the crowdedness found
in all other night markets. There is also a dedicated area for dining, making it very
convenient and relaxed for tourists.
No. 50, Zhongshan Road, Hualien City, Hualien County
Everyday 17:30-23:30
Recommended delicacies
1.BBQ corn
4.Grilled wild boar
2.Bamboo rice
5.Swordfish oden
3.Deep fried sandwich

4.stuffed tapioca balls
5.fried fish and pork mixture
paste (Longfeng skewer)
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